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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a method to perform a 
motion by visual servoing around an unknown ob- 
ject,. The approach developped in this article, can 
be interpreted as an initial step for a perception goal 
of an unmodcled object. The originality of our work 
is hased on the building of invariant visual features 
from the lnotion to perform. During the experimen- 
tations, we use a cartesian robot connected to a real 
time vision syst,em. A CCD camera is mounted on 
the end effect,or of the robot. The experin~ental re- 
su l t .~  present, a linkage of trajectories arourld small 
plast,ic toys. 

1 introduction 

Most works in vision for robotic deal with the per- 
ception of spa.tia1 geometry of scenes from a mobile 
camera. These systems come within the framework 
of active vision. But the perception of an object can 
be done at  different scales. The highest level of per- 
ception is the recognition of the object and the rela- 
tion between t,he perceiver and the action to perform 
on the object [5, lo] .  Another approach consists 
in evaluating the structure of the object during the 
navigation. I n  this wa,y, most techniques are based 
on the ''st,ruc-t.ure from motion" approacll and the 
use of optical flow. But in t,hese methods, we must, 
choose between the complexity of the scene [3] and 
the time comput,ing [9]. Our goal is to perceive an 
unknown object, in order to perform a motion around 
it .  In this caw, wc consider that a coarse knowledge 
of t,he object is required. So, the perception con- 
s is t .~  in evalui~t.ing the pose and the space filled by 
the object. I:ro111 that point of view, the. niain idea 
is to approximate the object with a bounding box. 
This approximat,ion allows us to simplify t,he motion 
around the object.. 

In a previous work [2], we have proposed an ap- 
proach to generate a motion around a known object 
(cube). This approach is based on visual servoing 
technique applied to a time reference feature. We 
compute the reference in the sensor frame according 
to the desired trajectory in robot workspace. 

In the case of complex scenes, others works pro- 
pose an automatic selection of visual features (edge, 
corner, ...). Papanikolopoulos in [6] uses a method 
based on a SSD optical flow technique. This tech- 
nique may fail when the image contains a lot of re- 
peated patterns of the same intensity and is also sen- 
sitive to large rotations and small changes in light- 
ing. In [4], the author proposes an approach based 
on geometric constraints. These latters are imposed 
by the feature extraction (types of features, size, 
number, ...) and the pose estimation process (field 
of view, focus, ...). But in this strategy, the trajec- 
tory should be approximately known to perform a 
good selection of image features. 

In this paper, we use a visual servoing loop [I ,  111 
to perform different motions around an unmodeled 
object. This work is a first step in our global ap- 
proach of object perception and should allow us to 
build the bounding box. 

To reduce image processing, we define an area 
of interest (bounding frame) which frames the un- 
known object. We build invariant features to ensure 
the visual servoing task. 

2 Control law 

The control law used in this work is based on the 
task function formalism. In this approach, the con- 
trol is direct.1~ specified in terms of regulation in the 
image. It may be noted that this approach has the 
advantage of avoiding the intermediate step of the 
3D estimation of the target with regard to the end 
effector. For a given robotics task, a target image is 
constructed, corresponding to the desired position 
of t.he end effector with regard to the environment. 
It can be shown that all servoing schemes may in 
general be expressed as t,he regulation to zero of a 



fr~nct,ion c(r,t) c.a.lled t h ~  h s k  function [15]. So t.hc Considering an exponential decay of i ( ~ ,  t ) : 
use of a vision scnsor allows us to build up such a 
task funct,ion usrd i n  visual servoing. It is expressed - k ( ~ ,  t )  = -Xg(r, t )  ( 4 )  
by t,he relation. 

( A  is a positive scalar const,ant) 

~ ( r ,  f )  = ( ' [~(r .  1 )  - s*] ( 1 )  and frorn the r~lat~ion 2 ,  we get: 

where 

s* 1s c-onsidcred as a refwence target image to and from the relation, 3 and 5, we deduct, the 
be reac-llc~tl in t he i~nage frame. follow~ng control law 

Z ( T ,  1 )  is the value of visual information cur- k1gT 
rently ol,sc,rvcd 1,y t,lic camera. This informa- T = - A g ( l : , t ) - c r ( I 6 - ~ + ~ l i ) 4  (6 )  
tion dc~prntls on the s~tuation between t,hc cnd 0 1 

effector of t hc robot and the scene (noted r ) .  

C is a const.ant matrix, with which it is possi- 
ble to t,ake int.0 account more visual informa- 
tion t,han the number of degrees of freedom of 
the robot., with good conditions of stability and 
robust.ness. 

In our case, wc consider a nlotionless env~ronnlent 
(i s so we have $ = 0 and the variations of ~ ( r ,  t )  are 

given by tthe following differential relation: 

&(l:(t), t )  - d c  dl: - 
dt dl: dt 

-+ where $=T=( I. , 8) is t,he kinematic screw. 

Actions +4 
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T  represent.^ the relat,ive velocit,y betaween the 
a e a camera and it,s environment. The t,erm - = C" ac a r l  a where -' = lJ7'called int,eract.ion matrix or image 

a r 
jacobian, charact.erizes t,he interaction between the 
sensor and it.s environment. The concept of inter- 
action mat,rix is fundamental for modeling systems 
using exteroc-eptive sensor. It allows to take into ac- 
count most information required t,o design and ana- 

Figure 1: Global scheme of our applicat,ion 

lyze sensor hasetl control schemes. 
If the imagejacohian is not full rank (number of 

d.0.f > number of independant visual features), it is 
possible to use an hybrid task. 

In an hybrid t,ask, t,he primary task gl allows to 
maintain a visual const.raint. during the trajectory, 
while t,he secondary t,ask P? can be seen as represent- 
ing the minilnizat'ion of a secondary cost h,  with the 
gradient $1, = ( % ) T .  

We use this control law, to perform the b0t.h goal 
of our work: 

The first goal of the control law is t.o gaze the 
object and to center it in the sensor frame. The 
translation along the Z axis a~:d the rotation 
around X and Y axis achieve it. The features 
used for this task, are the position and t,he size 
of the bounding frame in the image. 

Simultaneously, the action (motion around the 
object) is generated by the translation along 
X and Y axis and is managed by the second 
part of the control law. This ttask is directly 
controlled by invariant segments in the sensor 
frame. These invariant features are comput,ed 
in real time flow processing, from the selected 
pixels and the action to achieve. 

We obt,ain a dobal task filrzction c, whiclr t,akes 
the form: 3 Choice of the invariant features 

= I ' I ~ + ~ ,  + (r6 - \'I/+ II-).~: The experiment,ation is performed with con- 
- (31 strasted images, where the background is dark and 

where: I,V+ and (I6 - I'C'+14') are t.wo pro.jection the object is easy t,o detect,. The pixels of t.he object 
operat,ors whic-11 guarantee t,hat. t,he camera motion is selected with an adaptative thresllolcl conlprlted 
dr~e  t,o thc src.ondary task is cornpat,ible wit,h tjhe from a gray scalc histogram. The cent.cr of t.hc ob- 
regulation of s t,o ?*. \Y is a fil l1 rank rnatrix si~ch ject in image, allows to gaze the object while t,he 
ns I\ 'cr(W) = I i r r ( ~ ' : = ~ . )  1. L 

projection of the selected pixels along a sr~itable axis 



A allows to maintain a dist,ance between the camera 
and the object during the motion. 

The figure 2 presents the building of tthis invari- 
ant feat,ures. We consider that the motion is locally 
belong in a planc n. This plane is orthogonal to the 
optical axis. So an invariant feature can be built 
with a segment which is orthogonal to the direction 
of the motior~. This segment is along the axis A.  

Figure 2: Building of the invariant features 

Thus, the primary task in the cont,rol law uses 
two types of visual features: the cent.er of the object 
in image to gaze the object and the lenght of the seg- 
ment to maintain the distance camera/object. Also, 
the primary t,ask controls the translation axis along 
t,he optical a.xis (OZ) and the rotation axis around 
;Y and Y. The secondary task performs the motion 
around the object in using the translat~ion axis along 
OX and OY. The motion of the camera is easy to 
specify in t.he camera frame. For example, a motion 
on the right is equivalent to a velocit,y along OX. 

4 Experimental results 

4.1 Implementation 

Our experimental cell is composed of a cartesian 
robot with 6 d.0.f. A CCD camera is embedded on 
the end effector and is connected to the vision par- 
allel architecture Windis [7, 81. Windis architecture 
includes t,hree basic modules. 

l"ig11re 3: Robotic plat,forln 

WINDIS Window Dist.ribntor Subsyst,em is used 
for window ext.raction, the execution of low level 

processing and the distribut,ion of active windows 
toward the Window Processing Subsystem. On this 
board, we extract tjhe grey levels and a list of se- 
lected pixels corresponding to the highest gradient. 

On WINPROC Window Processing Subsystem, 
we associated one t,o sixteen DSP 96002 modules 
with one distributor module. DSP modules are 
put together on mother boards and execute medium 
level processing on windows. From the selected pix- 
els, we est,ract in real time the borrnding frameof the 
object in the image on a DSP. On another DSP, the 
hist,ogram of grey levels is computed, and provides 
an adaptative threshold. This threshold allows to set 
the level of selected pixels for a robust extraction of 
the bounding frame and the invariant features. 

WINMAN Window Manager Subsystem controls 
distributor and DSP modules, and executes high 
level processing of application tasks. Moreover, it is 
used for the tracking of the active windows through- 
out the sequence and for the command of the robot. 
A 68040 based cpu board implements this module. 

The management of the system is ensured under 
VxWorks Real Time Operating Syst,em. 

4.2 Results 

On the figure 4 ,  we show 2 complex objects used 
for the experimentations. 

Figure 4:  Type of objects used for the experimenta- 
tions 

For these results, we have chosen t,he "car toy" 
(right photo) and the t,rajectory is composed of two 
motmion (cf. Fig. 5) 

Figure 5: Overview of the experimentations 

In this experimentation, we perform a linkage of 



trajectories around t,he toy. The trajectory is com- 
posed by three parts. At first, we perform a posi- 
t,ionning task so as to center t,he object in the image 
and so as to set the width to 25% of the image. In a 
second part, we perform a translation along the Ox 
axis, with a velocity such V,=-0.02 m.s-1, and the 
last part is a translation such Vy=-0.02 m.s-1. 

The Graph. 6 and 7 show the translation and the 
rotation velocities. We can remark, that the rotation 
velocity is perfectly complementary to translation 
velocity. This fact does not disturb the primary task 
and consequently ensures a perfect gaze control. We 
note it, on the graph 8 where the errors are perfectly 
regulated to zero. 

Figure 8: Errors on visual features 
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